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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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REVIEWS
“The opening bars were a really loud and sharp sounding piano that was playing a few chors to get this going ,the electric
guitar played a bright fuzzy sounding solo through the opening part of this track ,the intro was really long and dragged out
and the melody had a erie feel in the notes through the start ,this sound like an instrumental and a maybe would sound better
as a backing track in a spooky film ,but it could have done with a few vocals and lyrics.”
“This song has interesting piano arpeggios underneath a nice lead guitar solo. The layering of keyboard sounds gives it a full
sound. I like the clean production and the crisp clarity of the lead guitar. The tune is dreamy and can be used for meditation
as well as possible music therapy. It 's music that let me imagine things from other worlds.”
“The song repeats right away into a familiar sequence of piano chords which may or may not be catchy to some. There are no
lyrics but that is ok because just concentrate on the instrumental melody. There are different melodies being put together
but all go together harmonically either solo or together. It is a good structure for just an instrumental melody.”
“finally a instrumental song it so calming. then the heart beat of this song the pulse that brings life is song tranquil and
smooth. the melody has no problem just a perfect flawless foundation. the harmony is like a vacation on the ears and the
mind. this song is a big hit in my book and would strive and go far.”
“The instruments used are very strong in the introduction. However, the violin kind of over powers the song and drowns out
the rest of the instruments. The remaining arrangements of the instruments are nicely done. As the violin calms down during
the presentation, you finally began to hear the strong elements of each sound paired together. I think it was tastefully done.
The balance of every instruments after the introduction was mind blowing.”

“the rhythm and melody were beautiful, very sweet and just plain gorgeous. this rhythm and melody make a great
background noise, and would be excellent for a dramatic scene in a movie, or something equally dramatic. I love the way it
just sounds as though something important were going on, but in a kind of gentle way, unlike some.”
“This is one of the best guitar/piano pieces I have ever had the pleasure of coming across. I really love the tempo and the
melody of this beautiful music. There aren't any vocals on it, but the track is still incredibly well done. I like the guitar's
volume and the piano's crispness. This is a very good piece.”
“Dark panio tones mixed with guitar in the right way to create a dramatic yet yearing sound. Makes me feel like the musician
is searching for something. Towards the middle we hear a change in pitch more sounding like tragedy then hope. I wish the
song had some vocals as id love to hear the songs story in words. Although it gives a clear understanding of feelings through
the tones in the song.”
“Ok this song starts of very slow and slowly builds up and just plays very soft. This is an amzing quality that most songs can't
pull off. I feel as a if an orchestra was playing. The smooth playing of an eletric guitar s kind of hard,but they some hoe pulled
it off. The melody of this song is nice and consistent. The negatives of this song are none existent. Amzing song.”
“All man the melody I loved it the piano and the guitar is amazing you guys really killed it I wish I could play the guitar like you
my sister played the piano and my friend who skates he plays the guitar this is just amazing I wish this was in a video game
then it would be so dope, I love the song guys wants aging, you killed it I really enjoy the meldoy more it 's just relaxing this
song sounds like zombie movie would ended In a free land where they bomb the planet, with nukes but man the melody is
amazing I can't get the song out of my head.”
“The introduction to the song, was perhaps my favorite part of the song. As a rock music fan, it gave me sort of a Three Days
Grace feel in the beginning. I'm not quite sure of the genre of the track, but I enjoyed the melody because it has a great vibe
to it. The tempo perfectly matches up with the instruments used, creating a melody that is not only easy to listen to but could
also be mistaken for something from a video game. A high note of the melody is the use of what sounds like a violin in the
background. Furthermore, I liked this particular track because this is something I would listen to while perhaps exercising
and doing Yoga. The melody is extremely calming, and would be a hit among yoga enthusiasts.”
“I like this instrumental it is good quality. When I first started listening to it I thought of the song November Rain by Guns N'
Roses and I thought that it had lyrics however it didn't, but I loved this instrumental song anyways. Its relaxing, soothing, and
makes me feel comfortable. This Instrumental put me in my happy place and when a song is just instruments that 's the
feeling fans are looking for. The artist did an excellent job and would love to hear it on my TV radio at night while relaxing.”
“Beautiful music at the beginning. Instruments that were used were used skillfully. The artist was very good at transitioning
throughout the piece. Loved the different interval throughout the song. The instrumental was very smooth and balanced
throughout most of the sung. Some of the tunes though were a little out of tune with the rest but were recovered by a
transition.”
“The guitar player in this musical piece is great. It is beautifully played with the addition of several other instruments
including a piano, but the guitar really stands out and has that Spanish feel, although the piece isn't Spanish. The piece
doesn't contain any vocals or lyrics, but it is still beautifully played although I don't know that it is ready for radio play. The
ending did seem a little cut off, however.”
“The piano play in the introduction is amazing as it unfolds. It has a striking sound that is lovely. The electric guitar gives it an
intensity that gives the song an edgy flow that is intriguing. This is a cool tune that is beautiful and unique the way they mixed
the two styles of music together.”

“The piano is very dark. Melodies and rhythm are directed and whole.Vibe and beat is very opposing. Instruments make a
huge difference in the song. The artist really out did himself/herself with this song because nobody thought of doing a rock
instrumental. It sounds very daring. i really like the style it brings out the artists positive side.”
“I did not like this very haunting music; today i Halloween and this piece is perfect for it but not on the radio. I think the guitar
and the notes both deep and sweet have made this sound really scary along with the violin. I would not want this on any radio
stations.”
“A steady and tuneful introduction but it sounds a little familiar, like it is used in almost every introduction out there. It
develops quite nicely, but it is still sounding very familiar. It is now taking too long for anything else to happen though and i
must admit i am getting a little bit bored. I am beginning to think that we will not be getting any vocal performance or lyrics
in this track, which is a shame as it is exactly what this track needs to highlight it. The instrumental has been played well, and
makes a great combination but it is not creating the strongest melody and could use something to focus the track.”
“This piano intro is great. I have heard this classical symphony song many times before , but never with a piano and guitar
remake . I love that. It is dark and strong but very melodious. I feel the song growing as it progresses. Wonderful! tghe chord
structure and harmonies are amazing.”
“intro indicates a slow sad song. nice guitar piece in the intro makes the song feel dramatic. very long intro though. the guitar
makes the song very emotional, takes you off to the place in your head where you go to think quietly over stuff. nice
instrumental piece but it is a song that you would have to be careful with the mood your in to how you interrupt the song. im
on the borderline with this song 5 out of 10”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN GUARANTEE 95% ACCURACY IN TRACK RATINGS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

